
The highly-polished finish of the stock and 
the intricate engraving on the side plates, 
pistol grips, and actions of the two firearms 
on display were jaw-dropping.  The firearms 
on show were the Spendal Royal Combo, 
comprising a 500 Nitro Express double, and a 
12 G side-by-side shotgun. Even casual visitors 
with no knowledge of firearms lingered to have 
a closer look at these exquisite masterpieces. 

Although the exterior finish represents rare 
and superb artwork, the real value lies in the 
innovative design, attention to detail, and 
the exceptional quality of the raw material  
that Aleš Špendal uses when crafting a 
custom-made gun for his clients.

RaRe appeaRance
The Spendal Royal Combo made a rare 
appearance as part of The Powder Keg’s first 
ever branded exhibition at HuntEx. It was the 
culmination of a partnership between Guns 
Spendal, based in the Slovenian capital of 
Ljubljana, and David da Silva of The Powder Keg. 

David, a hunter and firearm enthusiast, met 
Aleš in Europe in 2008, when he searched for  
a gunsmith who could produce a truly  
custom-made rifle to suit his specific needs. 
When David purchased The Powder Keg in 
2016, he realised his dream of bringing high-
quality, custom-made firearms to South Africa. 

The powdeR Keg
South African firearm enthusiasts are familiar 
with The Powder Keg in Florida North, 
Gauteng, established by Dr. Lucas Potgieter, 
a popular and well-respected firearm expert, 
more than 40 years ago. After Dr. Potgieter 
passed away in 2011, his wife, Wendy, held the 
fort until she, too, passed away in 2014.  The 
business became available and David da Silva 
saw the potential to build on that legacy; new 
ownership being finalized in January 2016.

Meeting up with Aleš Špendal at HuntEx 
provided a rare opportunity to glimpse the 
passion and precision he puts into creating his 
masterpieces, which not only look amazing, 
but are likely to outperform their competitors 
on the shooting range and on the hunt. They 
are indeed rifles fit for a king. It is no surprise 
that Aleš’ rifles grace the rare collections of 
firearm enthusiasts and the rich and famous 
in Europe.

BesT Rifle-maKeR in euRope
Aleš was 19 years’ old when he started his 
career as a gunsmith. After working for the 
same company in Ferlach, Austria for 17 years, 
he established his own business in Llubljana, 
capital of Slovenia. “I wanted to be the best 
rifle-maker in Europe, and compete with the 
top-selling brands in the world. My rifles are 
made for hunting and shooting, not just to 
put on display and admire. Although they 
are made according to the requirements and 
specifications of an individual client, my rifles 
will serve generations to come.” 

Aleš applies the highest level of quality  
and functionality to each custom rifle he 
produces, but leaves the flexibility in the 
exterior finish to highly-skilled stock-makers 
and master engravers in order to cater for 
clients’ aesthetic preferences. It takes an 
average 18 months to produce a firearm. With 
an Aleš Špendal gun on order, the saying: 
‘Good things come to those who wait’ rings 
true indeed.

Rifles on oRdeR
Aleš only makes firearms on order, but 
sometimes produces a new innovation  
for exhibition purposes, such as the ones  
on show at HuntEx. “I do not build many  
guns, but I build them perfectly. I focus on a 
light and elegant design. Gun-making is not an 
easy job. You stand in front of a table all day for 
as long as 11 hours. You must concentrate. If 
you make a mistake, you destroy the job.” Aleš 
hopes to pass on his skills to his son. “He is still 
young, only 20 years’ old. I cannot push him 
too hard now. He must want to do it.”
This was Aleš’ second visit to South Africa. He 

mixes business with pleasure by combining his 
visits with hunting. “I like the country, and I like 
Africa. There is no place like it. The hunting is 
fantastic. South Africans are fortunate. Hunting 
in Europe is a privilege for a small group of 
people who complete a 2 year qualification to 
join a hunting family. You have to contribute 
annually to the management of game in order 
to hunt.”

diffeRenT mindseT
By introducing Aleš Špendal‘s custom guns 
to South Africans, David intends to establish 
a different mindset for The Powder Keg and 
its clients. They want customers for life, not 
a 20-minute “HuntEx” customer. “When The 
Powder Keg chooses suppliers, we look not 
only at the product, but also at the people and 
organisation behind the product. We know 
that competitors follow quickly. Therefore 
we partner with suppliers that pioneer new 
products, and stay ahead of the pack. There is 
only one Aleš Špendal. I doubt another such 
talented gun-maker will be around in my life 
time,” concludes David.

The Powder Keg
www.powderkeg.co.za

Spendal Royal Combo 500 Nitro Express

Spendal Royal Combo 12G s/s shotgun

A set of magnificent handcrafted 
firearms made by Slovenian master 
gunsmith Aleš Špendal stopped 
visitors in their tracks at The Powder 
Keg’s stand during HuntEx 2017 held 
in Midrand, Gauteng in April.
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World-class custom-built 
rifles available on order in SA
By Magda Naudé


